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Organisation Profile
Arab Commons aims to educate Arab artists, intellectuals and creative
workers about the advantages of releasing their works under Creative
Commons licences, the flexibility of these licences to cater for the different
requirements of rights holders, and the potential that can be unleashed by
building a rich and vibrant Digital Commons for Arabic speakers.
Arab Commons is a platform to facilitate the selection of appropriate Creative
Commons licences by Arab artists, intellectuals and authors, to aggregate
Arabic language creative works released under these licences, and to actively
promote and campaign for these works.
Arab Commons aims to:



Promote Creative Commons culture in the Arab world;



Raise awareness for the importance of Arabic-language
content which is published and distributed under copyright
licences that grant the
user more freedom in the utilisation of this content;



Encourage the production and distribution of Arabic-language
content under Creative Commons licences; and



Enrich the common Arabic body of knowledge by supporting
open Arabic content creation and development projects;
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As of December 2007, the initiative contains:



11 full text books;



7 poetry books;



46 art works;



1 magazine;



1 podcast; and



11 artciles.

Arabic is the native language of more than 200 million people, and is spoken
by a much larger number. Despite this, the Arabic Digital Commons still
lags behind other languages both quantitatively and qualitatively. The main
objective of the Arab Commons is to help address this gap by encouraging the
development of the Arabic Digital Commons.
Motivations for releasing their creative works vary considerably among
authors. Dr. Rayan El Helou (www.rayanhelou.com), for example, who
published all his works (five volumes of poetry in total) under a Creative
Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives licence, wanted to make
his works available to the widest possible audience with minimal cost. He
found the Arab Commons initiative and Creative Commons licences align
perfectly with his aims of making his poetry available to everyone, without any
geographical, time or even legislative restrictions.
Since its official launch towards the end of 2006, Dr. Rayan’s website has
attracted a remarkable number of visitors. The site is largely frequented by
Arab artists and poets from all over the globe. The number of visitors to the
website currently averages 3000 per month, a figure much higher than the
initial expectations, and a clear indicator that the use of Creative Commons
can pay dividends for both the author and his or her audience.
Hanadi Traifeh (www.hanaditraifeh.com), a young artist from Syria, decided
to release the vast majority of her artworks and graphic designs under the
Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike licence for a
different reason. She firmly believed that Arabic and Oriental arts are underrepresented in the digital sphere, and that may be the reason why very few
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people from outside the Arab world can
appreciate the beauty of Oriental art.
Hanadi decided to deliver her share by
exposing Arabic art to the global audience
browsing the web. She has released
more than 40 graphic designs, original
art works and photographs under Arab
Commons. To date, more than 6000
visitors have viewed her works, many of
which have also been used by others,
including one Japanese website! Hanadi
is currently trying to spread the word and
use her achievement to convince others
of the viability of using Creative Commons
to increase the visibility of art and cultural
compositions.

